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Abstract:

The time evolution of the direct losses of fusion produced

alpha particles in Tokamak plasmas characterized by sawtooth

activity is investigated. The alpha particle loss rate during

a sawtooth period is predicted to change invertedly with

the change in bulk plasma parameters but also to contain a

characteristic burst at the sawtooth crash. The spectrum of

the lost alpha particles is also discussed. The predictions

for the time evolution and the spectrum of the losses are in

qualitative agreement with recently obtained losses of 15 MeV

fusion produced protons in JET.
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1. Introduction

A prominent feature in modern Tokamak experiments is the

presence of significant sawtooth activity,[1-4]. Although

an effort is made to conceive methods for suppressing the

sawteeth, it seems likely that sawtooth oscillations will

be present also in Tokamaks operating near ignition conditions.

The purpose of the present work is to investigate the effect

of sawtooth activity on the confinement of fusion produced

alpha particles. In particular we will show that, in addition

to a slowly varying background loss, bursts of unconfined alpha

particles should appear at the sawtooth crash. The physical

mechanism leading to this sudden loss of particles can be

understood as follows: At the sawtooth crash, temperature,

density and in particular current profiles broaden signifi-

cantly. The broading of the current profile implies a degra-

dation of confinement which releases the accumulated particles

which have been confined during the sawtooth rise, but which

are lost in the enlarged velocity space loss region created

during the magnetic reconnection stage of the sawtooth crash,

cf [5].

By including the effects of slowing down on the alpha par-

ticle distribution function, the spectrum of the lost particles

can also be inferred. The predictions for the time evolution

as well as the energy spectrum of the alpha particle losses

are in qualitative agreement with recently obtained losses

of fusion produced 15 MeV protons in JET, [5].
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2. Alpha particle loss model

The total (volume integrated) production rate of alpha par-

ticles is

N = JnDnT öv dV (1)

where n Q and n T denote the density of deuterium and tritium

respectively and öv is the reaction rate. We will assume that

nD ~ n T ~ n e ^ where n is the electron density. Furthermore,

we will use a power law approximation for the reaction rate,

viz.

av = CT Y (2)

where T is the ion temperature and the exponent y depends on

T but for simplicity we ;ill take Y=*2

Assuming radial profiles for T(r) and n (r) according to

2 2 m T
T(r) = T(0) (1-rVa )

2 2 mn
ne(r) = ne(0) (1-rVa^)

we obtain from eqs. (1) -(3)

n (0)V 1 no(0)V
IN Z j U X )

P 0

(3)
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where V and t denote the plasma volume and the alpha particle

production time respectively, i.e.

V = 27T2Ra2

= J ne(0)T
Y(0) (5)

and

q =

characterizes the alpha particle production profile (~(l-x

The loss rate for particles born on banana orbits intersecting

the wall is

2Vn (0) 1
N, = — r ^ / (1-x/i)q l(x)dx (6;

p 0

where the local loss fraction l(x) for small losses can be

approximated as, [6]

(1-K +x+K x ) x <X£1
S s S

l(x) « ^ (7;

0 0<x_<x
O

Here, A is the aspect ratio of the Tokamak and K and x

are determined by the current profile, j (x), which is assumed

to be of the,form

j(x) ~ ( 1 - x n ) P (8)
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Then

xs = 1 " IT

1/2
2ZIF(1)

A

where E, is the particle energy in MeV, Z is the charge num-

ber of the charged particle, I is the total plasma current in

MA and F(x) is the normalized flux function, i.e.

. nj+2 _

F(x) = ^ , — (10)
3 P

The total loss fraction, L, is then

1

N 0/(1-x
2)ql(x)xdx

L = 4 = -ä
N J ( 1 - x 2 ) q x dx

0

2q J| j^2] (11,
xs

Eq. (11) provides a convenient analytical expression from

which to estimate the alpha particle losses of a Tokamak

plasma in situations where the losses are comparatively

small. For approximations in other situations see [6], In

connection with eq. (11) we emphasize that the profile factor

q depends on the profiles of density and temperature according
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to eq. (5) whereas K and x depend on the current profile

indices p and n.

To illustrate the accuracy of the model we apply it to the

recently established INTOR Benchmark experiment for which

the direct alpha particle losses was found to be L=*2.2%

using a 3D Monte Carlo guiding center orbit following code,

[7]. For the bench mark experiment relevant parameters are:

a = 1.2 m, RQ = 5.3 m, T(x)~l-x
2~j(x)~n(x), I = 3MA which

using eq. (11) yields L Ä 2.3% in good agreement with the

numerical result.

3. Sawtooth dynamics

Although no real consensus has been reached regarding the

detailed physics of the sawtooth dynamics, we will adopt a

scenario which contains the essential features of the re-

connection model as suggested by Wesson, [8,9]. This implies

that the sawtooth collapse, i.e. the rapid fall of the cen-

tral temperature, which occurs on a very short timescale,

is succeeded by a somewhat longer stage where the magnetic

field lines reconnect. After this stage, which typically

lasts for a time t =*t /10, where t denote the sawtooth
i S S

period, the flattened profiles start to rise back towards

the peaked profiles preceeding the next collapse.

In particular, the crucial assumption of the present analysis

is that the flattening of the current profile is concomitant

with and occurs on the time scale of the magnetic reconnec-
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tion. Regarding the changes in the birth profiles of the

alpha particles, the analysis does not depend crucially

on the time scale of these changes.

When plasma parameters change during the sawtooth cycle,

the alpha particle losses can also be expected to change.

In particular, at the sawtooth crash and during the sub-

sequent reconnection stage the profiles of temperature,

density, and current change towards a flatter form. The

broader profiles imply a degradation of confinement, i.e.

an increased loss rate for alpha particles generated after

the crash, unless the production rate falls more rapidly

than the loss rate increases. The increased losses would give

rise to inverted sawtooth behaviour.

However, a much more prominent feature in the loss rate

variation is caused by an inherent mechanism in the saw-

tooth dynamics, which leads to a high intensity burst of

lost alpha particles during the sawtooth reconnecticn stage.

The degradation of confinement during the sawtooth crash will

release alpha particles having accumulated in the confined

region of velocity space which is transformed into a loss

region by the changing current profile. This loss of accu-

mulated alpha particles will be superimposed on the birth

losses and will occur on the time scale of the current re-

distribution, i.e. the reconnection time. The intensity can

be expected to be high, being enhanced by the accumulation

factor t_/t_> 10.
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The details of this scenario will be worked out in the

following paragraphs. However, a qualitative picture of

the variation of the alpha particle losses during a saw-

tooth cycle is easily inferred from the given arguments

and is shown in Fig. 1. The qualitative agreement with

recently observed losses of fusion produced 15 MeV protons

in JET plasmas exhibiting sawtooth behaviour, [5], is

emphasized.-

4. Variation of loss rate

Using eqs. (6) and (5), the ratio of the "stationary"

alpha particle loss rates before (b) and after (a) the

sawtooth crash can be obtained as

a / n a ( 0 ) \ 2

where

1

M = J (1-x2)q l(x)x dx (13)
0

The "stationary" loss rate after the crash is affected by

the drops in temperature and density on axis as well as by

the changing profiles. Typical of sawtooth induced profile

changes is that the density profile is only slightly changed

(An(0)/n(0) =* - (1-3) %) whereas the temperature profile is

significantly flattened and show larg^e changes oh axis
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T(O)/T(O) =* (10-20%). To model this behaviour on the INTOR

Benchmark experiment we take q. = 4 and q=*2. We furthermore

assume the current profile after the reconnection stage to

be completely flattened which implies K =*1.155, x =0.134
s i a s , a

and Ma/Mv. — 11 which implies

- i ^ =* 5 (14)

i.e. a significant increase in the loss rate as compared

to the case before the crash. When the plasma slowly re-

covers from the crash and develops towards more peaked pro-

files, the loss rate falls back to its value before the

crash and the sawtooth cycle repeats.

In order to estimate the strength of the burst of accumulated

alpha particles lost during the reconnection period,two com-

plementary assumptions can be made. During the reconnection

time the alpha particles can either (i) retain their spatial

profile and velocity distribution or (ii) redistribute to a

flatter spatial profile and an isotropic velocity distribu-

tion. In both cases we will assume the current profile to

become completely flattened during the reconnection time.

Case (i)

In this case the burst intensity is determined by the accu-

mulated particles in the differential part of velocity space

corresponding to confined before the crash but unconfined

after the crash. The average loss rate of the burst is then
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£ burst t f (I_X2)<IM (X)-1 (X)] x dx_J_ = _ s 0 1 a b {15)

Nl,b r / (1-x2) lb(x)x dx

where we have assumed the increased losses to be distributed

evenly over the time period of the magnetic reconnection, tr.

Introducing the M-factor from eq. (13), eq. (15) can be

written

* l b U r S t fcs / M a \

N, , r v b '
l b

Using the parameters of the INTOR Benchmark experiment we

find Ma/Mb =* 3 and taking ts/tr = 1 0 we find

• burst

— « 20 (17)
Nl,b

i.e. more than an order of magnitude increase.

Case (ii)

When the a-particles are assumed to be redistributed in space

towards a flatter profile, the change in profile exponent,

Aq, is linked to the change in the density on axis, An(0), by

by the constraint that the number of particles are constant.

This requires
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Since present day experimental evidence concerning thermal

plasma particles indicate low values of An(0)/n(0), it seems

reasonable to assume IAq|;$! . For the redistributed profile

we will choose Aq = -1, which implies a redistributed alpha

particle profile according to

n (x) = n (0) (1-x 2) q r (19)

where

-1

nr(0) = ^ ~ nb(0) (20)

If we furthermore assume that the velocity distribution

becomes completely isotropized during the reconnection

stage and neglect the losses, when evaluating the total

production of alpha particles during the sawtooth build-up

phase, the average loss intensity of the burst is obtained

as

N x
b U r S t _ nr(0) ts x£, a

( 1~ X * Xa(x)X dX

Xs.b

%+'
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Using the same parameters as before we obtain

• burst
Nl— — « 35 (22)

i .

l,b

i.e. slightly larger but of the same order as in case (i).

5. Effects.of slowing down on the loss rate and the

spectrum of the lost alpha particles

In our previous analysis we have neglected effects of slowing

down on the characteristics of the losses. For directly lost

particles, i.e. particles lost within a bounce time, slowing

down effects can safely be neglected. However, the confined

alpha particles which accumulate during the sawtooth build

up and which are subsequently released during the magnetic

reconnection will be significantly affected by slowing down,

if the sawtooth period is a finite fraction of the slowing

down time, T .Thus slowing down effects will primarily be
s

important for the properties of the burst.

Three characteristic features, caused by finite t_/T and

t_/x_ , can easily be inferred:

(i) As compared to our previous estimate of the intensity

of the burst, we expect the improved confinement at

lower particle energies to decrease the burst intensity.

(ii) Slowing down will cause a broadening of the loss

burst spectrum towards lower energies.
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(iii) The burst spectrum is detached from the spectrum

of the directly lost particles. A downward energy-

shift is caused by the finite reconnection time

during which no additional contribution to the burst

intensity is born, but during which slowing down con-

tinues to shift the spectrum towards lower energies.

The time evolution of the alpha particle distribution function,

f , during slowing down is determined in Appendix A and is

found to be (assuming stationary plasma parameters)

t
T s ~T~

f (v,t) = -5-2- [n(v-vrt e
 s ) -n (v-v )] (23)

a 4TTV3 a a

where S Q is the alpha particle production rate and n(v) denotes

the Heaviside step function. Note that f (v,t) pictures a

slowing down front at v=v-=v exp(-t/xs) sliding along the

steady state solution f (y) - T«,S /4TTV3 towards thermal
ct s o

energies.

The energy, E, of a particle affects its confinement pro-

perties through the parameter K_ ~1//E~, which determines
s

the radius of marginal confinement, x = 1-1/K cf. eq. (9).

Thus, as E decreases, K increases and x •*• 1 . In order to
S 5

estimate the reduction of the losses due to slowing down

effects we evaluate the losses for the average energy, E,

of the time dependent slowing down distribution (23) . This

average energy, E, is, see Appendix A
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—S)] (241
s

which implies a time dependence of the characteristic para-

meter, K , according to

Fb ( 1 ) r \ 2t
s V

2

K s ( t ) = Ks b F nl \W~ [1"exP (" T~~^]( (25)

r r \ ) I s s J

where F (1) denotes the value of the normalized flux func-

tion during the reconnection stage.

Although the proper value of ts/x for the Benchmark experi-

ment, is not known, a representative value would be x /t =*2.2
5 S

which implies E f s-j mQv^ ̂  1 .4 MeV and E ̂ 2.3 MeV.

Assuming F (1) = 1/2, i.e. a completely flattened current

profile we obtain for the average burst intensity

•burst

-=— « 7 (26)

i.e. a somewhat lower value than obtained neglecting slowing

down, cf eq. (17).

Since the adjustment of the current profile can be expected

to occur gradually during the reconnection stage, the maximum

loss intensity will tend to occur towards the end of the re-

connection period and to be significantly higher than the

averaged values given by eqs. (17), (22), and (26). The

energy spectrum should be very broad (unless x /t >>1).
i S S
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Furthermore, the peak of the loss spectrum will be shifted

an amount, AE, due to additional slowing down of confined

particles, which are subsequently lost during the reconnection

stage:

2t
AE = E^ ^ - |1-exp( - — i ) I (27)

with t V t «*0.1 we find AE« -0.15 MeV.
IT S

Summary and conclusion

The present analysis predicts significant variability of

the losses of fusion produced high energy particles during

sawtooth activity in Tokamak plasmas. The basic mechanism

determining the losses is the change in the current profile

which is assumed to occur concomitant with the magnetic re-

connection stage following the sawtooth crash. The particle

losses will exhibit an inverted sawtooth behaviour, but the

most prominent feature is a high intensity burst of lost par-

ticles towards the end of the reconnection period. The loss

spectrum is composed of two contributions: (i) Directly lost

particles giving rise to a peak at the particle birth energy

and (ii) Accumulated particles lost during the reconnection

stage which have suffered significant slowing down and which

give rise to a broad spectrum slightly down shifted due to

additional slowing down during the reconnection stage.
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All these features are in good qualitative agreement with

recent experimental results concerning 15 MeV proton emission

on JET, [5]. Even the observed down shift of 0.6 MeV is in

excellent agreement with eq. (27).

Thus, although the present theory is qualitative on several

points it seems to give predictions in good agreement with

experiments. A closer investigation of the losses of 15 MeV

protons is underway.
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Appendix Evolution of alpha particle distribution

function during slowing down

The isotropic Fokker-Planck equation describing the slowing

down of fusion generated alpha particles can be approximated

as

a

where f denotes the alpha particle distribution function,!

is the slowing down time, and v^ and S Q are the birth velocity

and birth rate of the alpha particles respectively. In order to

account for slowing down during non-stationary situations,

T_ and S. are allowed to vary with t.. In order to solve eq.

(A1) we substitute

F = f exp (-3 / SE ) (A2)
o s

to rewrite eq. (A1) as

S 5(v-v ) t

( -3 f^-- ) (A3)
o s

The characteristic coordinate of eq. (A3) is determined from
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Thus, introducing the variables

a o s

x = t (A5)

eq. (A3) becomes

T A4-I T df

So ° S

a

4TTV 3

r S 1

n(5-n-nUe -1)
L J

Since F(x=0,C)=0 we obtain

T S T T
F(x,C) = / — 2 — e ° s ö(?ve ° S-v)dT( (A7)

2

which by a change of variables can be solved to yield

}
T (T*)S (T*) r TS 1

5 2 ( A 8 )

where n denotes the Heaviside step function and the effective

time t* is defined by

T*

t, = exp( J p- ) (A9)
0 Ts
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Finally, going back to the variables v and t we obtain the

solution
t df d t <

T (T*)S (T*) O r °
F(t,v) = e i n(v-v e ) -3 a

-n(v-va) I (AIO;

i.e. the alpha particle distribution function, f (v,t), evolves

according to

T (T )S (T )

^ 2
(T ) r

2 n(v-vae

- n(v-va)]

where x* is determined by

i
^-lni (»12)
s a

In particular, if T and S are constant we find

t

f (v,t) = _s_°[n(v-vne
 s) -n(v-v )1 (A13!

The solution takes the form of a slowing down front at

Vf = v exp(-t/xs) sliding along the steady state solution

f (v) = T S /4TTV3 towards thermal energies, cf Fig.
CX SO
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From the solution (A13) we easily infer the density, n ,

and the mean energy, E , of the slowing down distribution

as

na (t) = fc So

=a=n-TtT I I%v2fa(v,t) W d v
0

T
- exp(-2t/Ts)] (A14)

where E is the alpha particle birth energy,
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1 Qualitative plot of the variation of alpha

particle loss rate during a sawtooth cycle

(to' W

Fig. 2 Qualitative plot of the time evolution of the

alpha particle slowing down distribution,

fa(v,t).
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